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Abstract—The study of Web user profiling can be traced back
to 30 years ago, with the goal of extracting “semantic”-based
user profile attributes from the unstructured Web. Despite slight
differences, the general method is to first identify relevant pages
of a specific user and then use machine learning models (e.g.,
CRFs) to extract the profile attributes from the page. However,
with the rapid growth of the Web volume, such a method suffers
from data redundancy and error propagation between the two
steps. In this paper, we revisit the problem of Web user profiling
in the big data era, trying to deal with the new challenges. We
propose a simple but very effective approach for extracting user
profile attributes from the Web using big data. To avoid error
propagation, the approach processes all the extraction subtasks
in one unified model. To further incorporate human knowledge to
improve the extraction performance, we propose a markov logic
factor graph (MagicFG) model. The MagicFG model describes
human knowledge as first-order logics and combines the logics
into the extraction model. Our experiments on a real data set
show that the proposed method significantly improves (+4-6%;
p  0.01, t-test) the extraction performance in comparison with
several baseline methods.
Fig. 1. Example of researcher profile in AMiner.org. The profile contains
basic information such as affiliation, position, picture, email, and homepage.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Web user profiling, also referred to as user profile extraction
and user profile mining, has long been viewed as an important
and challenging problem in Web mining and natural language
processing. Related studies [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] can be
traced back to 30 years ago. The general task of web user
profiling is to extract “semantic”-based user profile attributes
(e.g., contact information, educational history, experience, and
biography) from the unstructured Web. Web user profiling
can be applied in many applications, and is becoming necessary in most social-related systems. With a large and highquality profile database, we could easily identify what kind
of information we should recommend to a specific user. In
e-commerce, one could also leverage the profile information
to locate targeted customers for a new product. There are also
several products such as, Email Breaker1 , Email Hunter2 , and
Sidekick3 offering services to help users find email addresses
of target people from the Web.
Despite much research conducted in this field to automate
the process of profile extraction, the problem remains largely
unsolved [7], [8], [5]. To generate the profile for a specific user,
a usual approach is to first find relevant Web pages of this user
from the Web, and then use machine learning models (e.g.,
CRFs) to extract profile attributes from the pages. State-ofthe-art accuracy achieved in the two stages are around 90.0%,

respectively. For example, F1 score is reported as 92% for the
task of homepage finding conducted by Tang et al. [9], and
when 87% for extracting profile attributes from the homepage [5]. From independent views, the performance sounds
good. However, taking error propagation into consideration,
the overall accuracy of the approach that combines the two
stages together drops to 80%. More seriously, with the rapid
growth of the data volume on the Web, the problem becomes
even more challenging, as the big Web data contains much
more noisy and redundant data.
In this paper, we try to revisit this problem from the perspective of big data. Specifically, to avoid error propagation,
we propose a unified approach framework to process all the
extraction subtasks together in one step. Moreover, rather than
figuring out new ways of reducing noise (or redundancy), we
develop a simple but very effective approach for extracting
user profile attributes using the redundant information in
the big Web data. To incorporate redundant information to
improve the extraction accuracy, we propose a markov logic
factor graph (MagicFG) model to formalize human knowledge
as first-order logics in the model.
We compare our approach with several state-of-the-art
methods for profiling (Cf. Section III for detailed comparisons). As shown in Figure 2, our approach significantly
outperforms existing methods for the task of Email extraction
and Gender inference in terms of F1-score.

1 http://emailbreaker.com
2 https://emailhunter.com
3 http://www.getsidekick.com
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison between our approach with existing methods.
(a) Comparison with TCRF [5], a two-step method for Email extraction. (b)
Comparison with FGNL [10] for Gender inference.
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Fig. 3. Snippets returned by Google by the two constructed queries. From
(a) we can easily identify two affiliations and from (b) we can also identify
two email addresses.

We apply the proposed model to an academic search and
mining system AMiner.org4 to extract profile for researchers
from the Web. Figure Figure 1 shows an example of researcher
profile in AMiner.org. The profile contains basic information
of Dr. Jiawei Han such as affiliation, position, picture, email,
and homepage. With the proposed model, we have successfully
extracted more than 100,000,000 researcher profiles. We also
quantitatively evaluate the proposed model on a ground-truth
dataset. The proposed method achieves significant improvement (+4-6% in terms of F1 score; p  0.01, t-test) over
several alternative methods.

combining the two steps inevitably drops to 80% due to error
propagation between the two steps. Meanwhile, the required
profile attributes may distribute in different Web pages, which
leads to two new challenges: 1) extraction from distributed
pages and 2) extraction with data redundancy.
To tackle the problem of error propagation and data redundancy, we propose a unified framework to process all
the extraction subtasks together from the big Web data. The
approach is simple but very effective. Specifically, for each
profile attribute, we first construct a “smart” query and use a
search engine to retrieve relevant snippets with the query, finally an extraction model is applied to the returned snippets to
extract the profile attribute. The idea behind is to leverage data
redundancy to help the extraction. Suppose we are going to
extract the affiliation of “Philip S. Yu”. The constructed query
can be “Philip S. Yu affiliation”. In a similar way, to extract
the email address of “Philip S. Yu”, we can construct “Philip
S. Yu email”. Figure 3 shows two example snippets returned
by Google with two constructed queries. We see that from 3(a)
we can easily identify two different affiliations: “University of
Illinois at Chicago” and “IBM T. J. Watson Research Center”
(after normalization), and from 3(b) we can also identify two
email addresses: “psyu@cs.uic.edu” and “hanj[at]cs.uiuc.edu”.
We call the identified affiliations/emails from the snippets
as candidate affiliations/emails. Now the problem is how to
rank the identified information. Our basic idea is to leverage
the redundancy information—e.g., “University of Illinois at
Chicago” occurs four times in the snippets and two times
for “IBM T. J. Watson Research Center”. More precisely, we
propose a MAkov loGIC factor graph (MagicFG) to rank the
obtained candidates by leveraging the redundancy information.
The model is flexible and can easily incorporate any domain
human knowledge to further improve the extraction accuracy.
It is noteworthy that we are restricted to the two example
profile attributes. In fact, the proposed method is in general
flexible. To extract a new profile attribute, what we need to
do is to construct the “smart” query and to train the MagicFG

Organization In Section II, we describe the proposed approach for user profiling. In Section III, we present experimental results to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. In Section IV, we review the related work and
finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. A PPROACH F RAMEWORK
In this section, we first give the basic idea of the proposed
framework to solve the profiling problem, and then introduce
three methods to extract profile attributes from the Web.
A. Basic Idea
Given a person v, referred to as query person, our goal
is to extract profile attributes of the person and construct a
researcher profile. For example, in the academic search system,
the researcher profile consists of position, picture, address,
phone, email, homepage, research interest, etc. A detailed
definition can be found in [5]. We aim to design a general
method to automatically extract the profile attributes from the
Web with high accuracy. The method should be also flexible
enough to extended to handle new profile attributes.
Traditional methods usually deal with the problem by first
finding relevant Web pages for the query person from the Web,
and then using models such as SVM or CRF to extract the
required profile attributes from the pages. In both steps, the
state-of-the-art performances achieved by traditional methods
are around 90% [5], [9]. However, the overall accuracy by
4 https://aminer.org
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model. For some profile attributes, it is easy to construct the
query. For example, we found that for email, we can achieve
a high accuracy by simply using name+email. For some
other profile attributes, for example, Gender and Position, the
situation may be more complicated. We will introduce how
we construct the smart query for general profile attributes in
Section II-B. Please also note that there are generally two
types of profile attributes: the categorical attributes and the
non-categorical attributes. For example, Gender is a categorical
attribute. Position is also a categorical attribute with multiple
values, such as professor, student, researcher, and engineer.
While Email and Age are two non-categorical attributes. The
two kinds of attributes will be treated slightly differently in
the proposed framework.

snippets, and if we find the first name or the last name of the
queried person name is contained in the prefix of a candidate
email address, then the extracted Email will be selected as
the result. One thing worth noting is the recognition of the
email address, because in many Web pages, especially some
person’s homepages, the email addresses may be encoded in
special patterns such as “firstname [dot] lastname [at] cmu
[dot] edu”. Heuristic rules are defined to recognize potential
email addresses5 .
Our preliminary experiments show that such a simple
method could be able to result in an accuracy of 88%—
comparable with the state-of-the-art performance obtained by
traditional two-step approach (Cf. Section III for detailed
comparisons).
2) Classification-based Model: We make use of Logistic Regression (LR) as the classification model. Let
us first consider a two class classification problem. Let
{(x1 , y1 ), · · · , (xN , yN )} be a training data set, in which
xi denotes a feature vector of a candidate information and
yi ∈ {−1, +1} denotes a classification label (whether the
candidate is correct or not). The classification-based extraction
model consists of two stages: learning and extraction. In
learning, one attempts to find an optimal weight configuration to maximize the log-likelihood function of the observed
instances). In extraction, we use the learned model to classify
which candidate information is we want to extract.
Regarding features in the classification model, we use the
same attribute features as the attribute factors defined in our
proposed model (Cf. Section II-C for details). The classification can adjust the weights of different features and combine
the feature together, thus obtains a better performance (90%
in terms of F1-score) than the rule-based method. However,
as shown in Figure 3, the returned snippets usually contain
much redundant information that might be helpful for the
extraction. Both the rule-based and the classification-based
models consider each candidate instance as independent and
thus cannot leverage such redundant information.

B. Smart Query Construction
We construct the queries for the categorical and noncategorical attributes in different ways. For the categorical
attributes, we construct the query by automatically identifying
representative keywords in each candidate category and combine them together as the query. To find the representative keywords for each category, we first collect several person names
(e.g., 1000) for each category from professional websites such
as AMiner and LinkedIn. We then submit the corresponding
person names as queries to search engines like Google to
obtain top-k (e.g., 10) snippets. Among all the words in the
snippets, we identify the most representative keyword as that
with the highest TF-IDF scores [11]. The TF-IDF score of a
word w in a category c is calculated as follows:
TF-IDF(w, c) = (1 + log n(Sc , w)) log(1 +

|S|
)
n(S, w)

(1)

where Sc denotes the snippets that belongs to category c.
Notation n(Sc , w) denotes the number of snippets in category
c that contains the word w. Notation n(S, w) indicates the
number of snippets in all the categories that contains the word
w and |S| is the number of all the snippets in all the categories.
Take Gender as an example, using the above method,
we found that the most representative keyword is “her” for
females, and is “his” for males . The query is then constructed
as “name his|her”.
For a non-categorical attribute, we directly use the keywords
in the attribute name to construct the query. For example, the
query for Email extraction can be “name email|mail”.

D. Markov Logic Factor Graph (MagicFG) Model
The rule-based method is comparable with traditional methods and the classification-based method outperforms many existing methods. Both of the above methods treat the candidate
email addresses as independent classification objects, while
both the rule-based and the classification-based methods ignore the correlations among the candidate instances identified
in the returned snippets. However, this redundant information can be leveraged. In practice, the redundant information
resided in the snippets can be helpful to improve the extraction
accuracy. For example, in Figure 3(b), for Email extraction,
the same prefix “psyu” before “@” in the two candidate email
addresses, “psyu@cs.uic.edu” and “psyu@uic.edu”, indicates
that the two email addresses belong to the same person.

C. Baseline Extraction Models
We first introduce two baseline models for extracting the
profile attributes.
1) Rule-based Model: In the rule-based model, for extracting Email of the query person v, we simply construct the
query by combing the person name and word “email”. Once
obtained the returned snippets from a search engine (e.g.,
Google), we can use rule-based heuristics to extract the Email
of the query person. The rules are defined as follows: we
first extract the candidate email addresses from the searched

5 One

example of the heuristic rule: “(([a − z0 − 9]+)(\.|dot|\.)?) +

(@|at|\[at\]|\[at\])(([a − z0 − 9\]+)(\.|dot|\.\[dot\])) + ([a − z]+)”
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(3)

where ψm (.) is the mth correlation factor function defined between yi and yj according to a first-order logic
knowledge base; βm is the weight of the corresponding
correlation factor .
For the attribute factor function, we can define multiple
feature functions {φk (yi , xi )}k to characterize each candidate
instance. For extracting Email, we define features such as
whether v’s first name, last name or full name is contained
in ei ’s prefix.6 Another kind of feature is defined between
person v and the context ci from which the candidate ei is
extracted. For example, whether v’s first name, last name
or full name is contained in context ci , and whether v’s
affiliation is contained in context ci . Here we use the affiliation
information to disambiguate persons with the same names.
Regarding the logic factor function, we mainly consider
three kinds of first-order logic relationships between latent
variables: complete consistency, partial consistency and prior
knowledge. First-order logic is the standard for the formalization of mathematics into axioms and is studied in the
foundations of mathematics. In our problem, we use first-order
logic to encode user-specific correlations between candidate
instances and domain human knowledge about the extraction.
For a general introduction of first-order logic, please refer
to [12].
Complete consistency describes the fact that the values of
two latent variables yi and yj should be consistent under some
given conditions. For example, the following first-order logic

e3 , v

e1 , v

Logic factor function: It captures the correlations between latent variables. It is also defined as an exponential
function:

e4 , v

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of logic factor graph model based on a
real search example. Notation (ei , v) represents a Email-person pair, and yi

indicates its corresponding label; Notations f (.) and g(.) represent
the attribute factor function and logic factor function respectively.

Now, the problem becomes how to encode and incorporate
such kind of redundancy-based correlation into a unified
extraction model. we propose a novel Markov logic factor
graph (MagicFG) model to model the correlations as firstorder logics and to leverage logics to improve the extraction
performance. We introduce how to model the data redundancy
for the non-categorical and categorical attributes respectively.
Modeling Non-categorical Attributes. When extracting noncategorical attributes, for each query person, we construct a
factor graph model with each node representing a candidate
instances, and each edge corresponding to the dependency
between two candidate instances. We optimize the factor graph
model for all query persons simultaneously. We explain the
modeling process of categorical attributes using Email as the
example. For a query person v, we denote each candidate
Email as ei . As the example in Figure 4, we could extract
four candidates {e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 }. For each candidate Email, we
create an instance (ei , v) and associate with a latent variable
yi . To model the correlations between the candidate instances,
we can construct a factor graph model as presented in Figure 4. The model is referred to as Markov logic factor graph
(MagicFG) model. In MagicFG, the correlation is represented
as the first-order logic as it defines prior knowledge and all the
other correlations as first-order logics. We will explain how we
define the first-logic based correlation later. At the high-level,
in MagicFG, we define two types of functions.
• Attribute factor function: It captures characteristics of
the Email-person pair and is defined as an exponential
function:
X
1
f (v, ei , yi ) =
exp{
αk φk (yi , xi )},
(2)
Za

Equals(ei , ej ) ⇒ Equals(yi , yj )
indicates that yi equals yj if the corresponding Email candidates are same with each other. The logic is straightforward
because two same email addresses are highly likely to be
credible or incredible at the same time. Correspondingly, we
define the factor function as

1, ei = ej and yi = yj
ψ(yi , yj ) =
0. otherwise
Partial consistency describes the fact that the values of two
latent variables yi and yj should be partially consistent under
some given conditions. For example, the following first-order
logic

k

SamePrefix(ei , ej ) ⇒ True(yi ) ∧ True(yj )

where φk (.) is the k th feature function defined between v
and ei with respect to the value of yi ; αk is the weight of
the corresponding attribute feature; xi is the ith feature
vector. Za is the normalization factor.

6 We call the string before “@” of an Email candidate as the prefix of the
Email, and the string after “@” as the domain of it.
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this task, we directly assign a label to each query person.
We construct a query by combing the person name and the
representative keywords for each Gender(“his” for male and
“her” for female, as mentioned before). The query finally looks
like ”name his|her”. Then we formulate the MagicFG based
on the returned snippets.
The formulation of MagicFG model is also a little different
from that of non-categorical attributes. We feed the model with
each observation variable as a person vi . The corresponding
latent variable yi to each person vi represents vi ’s attribute
values, e.g., whether vi is male or female.
For attribute factor functions, we first extract features for
each person from his/her search context. For example, whether
a snippet in the search results contains both the person name
and the word “his/her”, whether a snippet contains both the
affiliation and the word “his/her”, whether “his/her” appears
in the snippets of the top 3 returned search results, and the
number “his/her” in all the search results. For logic factor
functions, we define a correlation feature of the type of
complete consistency logic as follows:

TABLE I
F IRST- ORDER LOGIC KNOWLEDGE BASE .
First-order logic
Complete Consistency
Partial Consistency
Prior Knowledge

Example
Equals(ei , ej ) ⇒ Equals(yi , yj )
SamePrefix(ei , ej ) ⇒ True(yi ) ∧ True(yj )
IsBlocked(ej ) ∧ SameDomain(ei , ej )
⇒ True(yi ) ∧ False(yj )

indicates that yi and yj both equal to 1 if their prefixes are
the same. This logic can be explained as follows. When two
email addresses share the same prefix, they are very likely
to mention the same person, because people usually use the
same prefix in different email addresses. In this case, If one
email address is correct, the other one is also likely to be also
correct. We define the corresponding factor function as

ψ(yi , yj ) =




1,



0.

ei and ej have the same prefix
and yi = yj = 1
otherwise

Prior knowledge describes the prior knowledge that can be
formalized into useful first-order logics for a specific task.
For example, when we search for someone’s email address
by Google, we find that many candidates starting with the
word “email”, like ”email@gmail.com”. This is due to the
security policy of the search engine, which blocks or modifies
the prefixes of some email addresses from several sensitive
sources. We can still observe the domain information. We
found that when another candidate shares the same domain
with a blocked candidate, it is more likely that the other
candidate is a correct Email. We define the corresponding firstorder logic as

SameFirstname(vi , vj ) ⇒ Equals(yi , yj ).
The logic indicates that the Gender of two persons are more
likely to be the same if they have the same first name.
In summary, the factor graphs built for the non-categorical
and categorical attributes are slightly different. For noncategorical attributes, multiple graphs are build, of which
each graph is build for each person with each candidate
attribute being formed as a node and the dependency between
two candidate attributes being formed as an edge. While for
categorical attributes, only one graph is build, with each person
being formed as a node and the dependency between two
persons being formed as an edge.

IsBlocked(ej ) ∧ SameDomain(ei , ej )
⇒ True(yi ) ∧ False(yj ).

Model Training and Extraction. Once we formulated
the MagicFG model for either non-categorical or categorical
attributes, we can combine the defined factor functions and
define the following log-likelihood objective function by following the Markov assumption [13]:

The corresponding factor function is defined as

1, cj is blocked,



ci and cj have the same domain,
ψ(yi , yj ) =
yi = 1 and yj = 0



0. otherwise

log P (Y |X, θ) =

For each profiling task, we build a knowledge base according to the defined first-order logics and summarize it in Table I.
In general, the attribute factors capture the characteristics on
each potential person-Email pair and the logic correlation
factors capture the dependencies between two person-Email
pairs.

XX
yi ∈Y

+

αk φk (yi , xi )

k

X X

βm ψm (yi , yj ) − log Z,

(4)

ei ∼ej m

where Z = Za Zb is the normalization factor; ei ∼ ej indicates
that there is a (directed or indirected) correlation between ei
and ej ; θ = (α, β) are parameters to estimate, representing
the weights of the defined feature functions.
Training a MagicFG is to estimate a parameter configuration
θ = (α, β) from a given historical dataset, such that the loglikelihood objective function L(θ) can be maximized,

Modeling Categorical Attributes. When dealing with categorical attributes, for all the queried persons, we build one
factor graph with each node representing a query person, and
the edges representing dependencies between two query persons. We use Gender as the example to explain the modeling
process for the categorical attributes.
Different from the non-categorical attributes, each person
can only have one Gender, either male or female. Thus in

θ∗ = arg max log P (Y |X, θ).
θ

5

(5)
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We use a gradient ascent algorithm to solve the objective
function. The gradient for parameter αk can be written as:
∂L(θ)
= E[φ(yi , xi )] − EP (yi , xi )[φ(yi , xi )].
(6)
∂αk

search and mining system AMiner.org to extract the profiles
for researchers. All datasets and codes used in this work are
publicly available.7

The parameter βm can be obtained in the same way. In the
above equation, the first term E[φ(yi , xi )], representing the
expectation of features values under the uniform distribution,
can be easily calculated, while it is usually intractable to
directly estimate the marginal probability in the second term as
the graphical structure can be arbitrary and may contain cycles.
In this work, we use loopy belief propagation (LBP) [14] to
approximate the marginal probability in the second term and
accordingly calculate the gradient. The learning algorithm can
be divided into two steps: we first perform the LBP algorithm
to calculate marginal distribution for each latent variable, and
then update each parameter to maximize the objective loglikelihood function by :

Dataset. To construct a ground-truth dataset for quantitative evaluation, we randomly choose 2,000 researchers from
AMiner.org [9]. Specifically, for extracting Email of each
researcher, we search the Web using search engine by querying
the person name and the word “email”. This way results in
4,528 Email candidates. Human annotations are applied to
identify the correct Email addresses. In an analogous way,
for inferring Gender, we search the Web by querying the
person name and the word “his” or “her”. Human annotations
were also conducted to identify the Gender of these 2,000
researchers. For disagreements in the annotation, we conducted
“majority voting”. Finally, for the 2,000 researchers, we identify 34% of the researchers are female researchers; and about
40% of the Email candidates are correct Email, which means
that our framework can find the correct Email for over 90%
users.

θnew = θold + η ·

O(θ)
,
θ

A. Experiment Setup

(7)

where η is the learning step. The process repeats updating
marginal probabilities and parameters until the convergence
or until the number of iterations is large enough.
Given the observed feature vectors Xv for all candidates
of person v and the learned parameter configuration θ, the
extraction can be done by finding the most likely configuration
of Yv = {y1 , ..., yI } for all the person-Email pairs {(ei , v)}:
Yv = arg max P (Yv |Xv , θ),
Yv

Evaluation Metrics. To quantitatively evaluate our model,
we divide the dataset into training set and test set. We
perform five-fold cross-validation and report the extraction
performance in terms of precision, recall, and F1-score.
Comparison Methods. We compare the MagicFG with
following methods for extracting Email and Gender on the
ground-truth dataset.
• Rule. Uses several simple defined rules to extract profile
attributes. For example, for extracting Gender, we count
the number of common names for girls and boys. For
extracting Emails, we find whether the prefix of the Email
contains the person name.
• Support Vector Machine (SVM). Uses the same attribute factors as features and employs SVM-Light [15]
to train and predict Email and Gender.
• Random Forest (RF). Uses the same attribute factors as
features and employs sklearn package to conduct train
and predict.
• Logistic Regression (LR). Uses the same attribute factors as features and employs sklearn package to conduct
train and predict.
The MagicFG model is implemented in C++. All experiments
are conducted on a Macbook Pro with Intel Core i5 CPU
2.9GHz(2 cores) and 8 GB memory. In all the experiments,
we set L = 10 and search top 10 results by Google search,
and conduct a five-fold cross validation for each method.

(8)

where the LBP algorithm is again used to solve this problem.
Discussions. Different from traditional methods that crawled
each of the relevant pages, we only use the snippet information
to extract the profile attributes. It is much faster and more
stable, as different servers that host the relevant pages may
have very different network speed. Also we found with the
constructed “smart” queries, more than 90% of the profile
attributes are already contained in the snippets returned by the
search engine. One additional advantage is that we do not need
to maintain a large database to record all the relevant pages for
all the query persons. This is very important, as, for example,
in AMiner, we have more than 130,000,000 researchers—
maintaining such a big database for all researchers itself is
a challenging task. Moreover, the profile information is very
dynamic. Our method avoids this problem by directly querying
the search engine.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

B. Extraction Performance

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach for both categorical and non-categorical attributes.
For quantitative evaluation, we take Gender as an example
of categorical attributes, and Email as an example of noncategorical ones. Please note that our framework is very
flexible and have already been applied to an online academic

Email extraction. Under the same framework we propose,
the MagicFG model outperforms the best extraction method,
namely RF (+2.12% in terms of F1-score). This is because
7 https://aminer.org/profiling/
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Fig. 5. Effect of logic correlation factors in Email extraction and Gender
inference. Basic stands for the MagicFG model that only consider

the attribute factors. +CC stands for adding the factors of complete
consistency logic. +PC adds factors of partial consistency logic. +PK
adds the factors of prior knowledge logic.

MagicFG captures the dependencies between different Email
candidates by incorporating them as features of first-order
logics, in addition to the independent attribute features.
Gender inference. Under the same framework we propose,
the MagicFG model outperforms the best method LR (+2.21%
in terms of F1-score). Because MagicFG additionally incorporates one logic relationship of complete consistence logic and
capture the dependencies between different person candidates.
Effect of factors. We further present an in-depth analysis of
how different logic correlation factors affect the performance
of user profiling. Figure 5 shows the different evaluation
metrics of the proposed MagicFG by considering different
levels of logic factors. It can be clearly seen from Figure 5(a)
that for Email extraction, the accuracy performance drops
significantly without the logic correlations. In addition, adding
the factors of prior knowledge logic can further improve the
performance significantly. Figure 5(b) also show that the factor
of complete consistence logic improves the performance of
Gender inference significantly.

•

C. Comparison with Existing Methods
We now compare our approach with several state-of-the-art
methods for the task of Email extraction and Gender inference:
• TCRF
For Email extraction, we use the method proposed
in [5] as the baseline (to hereafter refer to as: TCRF),
which is one of the state of art approaches to extract
homepages and Emails from the Web. This method has
two steps, where it first finds the user’s homepage and
then extracts Email from the homepage with a high
precision using an extraction model named TCRF.
Table II shows the classification performance of
Email extraction by different methods. We can see from
the results that our method consistently outperforms the
baseline (TCRF) on F1-score by +5.78%. As you can see,
the recall of our system is clearly much better (+9.53%).
This is because the TCRF method only chooses the
homepage as its data source, which is a little narrow
and ignores useful information from other sources on
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Method
FGNL

Precision
94.66

Recall
80.88

F1-score
87.23

Rule
SVM
RF
LR
MagicFG

92.12
91.98
90.17
91.48
93.44

88.32
90.60
89.99
91.54
94.01

90.18
91.29
90.08
91.51
93.72

the Web. From the careful construction of query, our
approach can effectively find out rich sources related to
the target attribute, reducing the risk of missing the right
choice. It is noteworthy that our approach also achieves
better precision for Email extraction.
Facebook Generated Name List Predictor(FGNL).
For Gender inference, we use a method proposed
by [10] as the baseline (to hereafter refer to as: FGNL).
Most state of the art methods for inferring Gender depend
on a list of common names for males and females. In [10],
the authors proposed an approach which used data from
Facebook to construct an expanded and high-quality name
list. They match the user’s first name with the list to make
the inference. If the first name is matched with one of
the male names, the user is treated as a male, and vice
versa. While if the first name is found in neither the male
names nor the female names, or in both the name lists,
they make a random guess about the user’s Gender.
Table III shows the classification performance of
Gender inference by different methods. We can see that
our method outperforms the baseline (FGNL) on F1score by +6.49%. Our method performs much better than
the FGNL method in recall (+13.13%). This is because
the FGNL method depends greatly on the name list.
However, you can never list all those names, no matter
how large the list is. On the contrary, our approach
can automatically find the representative keywords for
documents describing a user with specific Gender, and
infer Gender from the big Web data with less limitation.
So we seldom have the problem that the FGNL has to
face when they cannot find the name in their list. As the
table shows, the FGNL method performs slightly better
in precision (+1.22%), which is clearly an advantage of
using the name list. However, our approach achieves a
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close precision while raising the recall to a different level.
Taking the limits of the FGNL method into consideration,
our approach is much more generalizable.

real data sets. Our experiments show that the proposed method
significantly improves the profiling accuracy in comparison
with several comparison methods.
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Previously considerable efforts have been made for obtaining user profiles. Back in 1900s, [2] discussed algorithms for
learning and revising user profiles that could determine which
Web sites on a given topic would be interesting to a user. It
used a Naive Bayes classifier to incrementally learn profiles
from user feedback on the Web sites. [16] had developed a
personalized web browser. It learned a user profile, and aimed
at helping user navigate the Web by searching for potentially
interesting pages for recommendations. [3] described an
experimental work to study whether user interests could be
automatically classified through heuristics. The results highlighted the need for user feedbacks and machine learning
methods.
Nowadays, with the rapid development of the Internet, especially that of social networks, we are capable of fetching user
profiles, with different methods and from different sources.
For example, Yu et al. propose a cascaded information extraction framework for identifying personal information from
resumes [17]. Tang et al. propose a conditional random field
to extract user profiles from one’s homepages [5]. Li et al.
propose a weakly supervised method to extract user profiles
from Twitter in 2014 [6]. Merler et al. propose a method to
extract user attributes from the pictures posted in social media
feeds [18], especially gender information. [19] and inferred
user’s profile by analysing the user’s Twitter posts, which is
a little difficult to generalize to other applications. However,
these methods are highly dependent on the quanlity of the data
sources, and thus their performance may be sufferred from
error propagation.
To reduce such risks, efforts have been made to combine
several data sources. In 2015, [20] presented an initial study
of user profile learning via integration of multiple data sources,
including Twitter, Foursquare and Instagram. They present that
multiple data sources of the same users can enhance the final
performance. [21] proposed an effective method to link different social network accounts for a specific user. The correlation
between redundancy and correctness of retrieved information
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ideas give us a different insight into the profiling problem, and
inspire us to design a more generalizable framework.
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V. C ONCLUSION
We study an interesting problem of web user profiling using
big data and propose an approach framework to extract user
profile attributes directly from the Web. For a given profiling
task, the approach first constructs a meaningful query to
retrieve relevant information. Without downloading any Web
data, we present a Markov logic factor graph (MagicFG)
model to directly model and extract user profile from the
search results. The MagicFG incorporates the redundant information in the big data. We test the proposed method on two
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